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Your Facilitator 
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 Angela Hunter is a Talent Acquisition Professional with 18+ years of 
experience recruiting and Training and coaching applicants on Resume 
Refreshers, Interview Prep, Networking, etc.

 She specializes in managing the candidate experience, consulting with 
hiring leaders and managing and partnering with the lines of business to 
build collaborative relationships across the enterprise

 Angela has been employed with Time Warner Cable since 2009 and 
started out as a Sr. Recruiter hiring Manager and above leadership 
positions

Angela Hunter, Talent Advocate
Charter Communications – Recruiting, Charlotte, NC



Agenda

• What is your Brand made up of?
• 5 ways to leverage your Personal Brand at work
• Other factors that play into your overall Brand
• Can you REBOOT your Brand? And How?
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Your Personal Brand is Made Up of the Following….
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5 Ways to Leverage Your Personal Brand for 
Work and Career Success



1. Be Your Authentic Self

 Being authentic simply means, being YOU! Be yourself, because 
everyone else is taken!
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1. Be Your Authentic Self

 Being authentic simply means, being YOU! Be yourself, because everyone else 
is taken!

 Being authentic does not necessarily mean expressing yourself by what you 
wear, it means being authentically appropriate in what you wear. 
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1. Be Your Authentic Self

 Being authentic simply means, being YOU! Be yourself, because everyone else 
is taken!

 Being authentic does not necessarily mean expressing yourself by what you 
wear, it means being authentically appropriate in what you wear. 

 Those who understand how to use this model of being their true selves, they 
become the hunted – not the hunter – as it relates to their personal brand.
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2. Know Thy Self

Every successful professional understands that 
“their” knowledge is power.

Questions to ask yourself:

 Are you communicating your brand message in a clear and concise way so that 
others perceive you the same way you perceive yourself?

 Are you operating in your authentic state?
 When you know yourself, it is easier to just BE yourself. Have you asked yourself; 

who are you?

 Is your Brand reflected in the work that you do everyday? What can you do to 
sharpen your Brand at work?

Sometimes it is not so much about the type of job you have- your Brand becomes 
evident as people learn about how you work. 
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3. Understanding Your Brand Promise

What have you promised yourself that you would accomplish in the next 5-10 years? 
Are you on track with that?  

It is never too late to REBOOT your Brand!

When you understand something, you begin to walk it out. When you are unsure 
about where you’re headed- it‘s easier to wander.
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How Can We Use Style to Stand Out 
When it Really Matters?



4. What Are You Wearing?

Even though your WORK is important, how you look 
presenting it can make all the difference. 
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How Does Business Attire and How you FEEL 
Go Hand-in-Hand?

How you FEEL can affect how you dress
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Around 60% of Communication is Non-Verbal

 Most times, communication is not just about your facial expressions or your body 
language, but more importantly- it’s about how you present yourself. 

 Sometimes, confidence dresses one way, while raw emotion / depression may look 
like something else. No matter how you feel- dressing appropriately for the 
occasion is what matters when advancing your Brand.
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5. Take Your Brand Message to Work (here’s how)

1. Be yourself 
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5. Take Your Brand Message to Work

1. Be yourself
2. Knowing yourself brings about Confidence
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5. Take Your Brand Message to Work

1. Be yourself
2. Knowing yourself brings about Confidence

3. What you promise yourself, and others should be reflected in what 
you show them everyday
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5. Take Your Brand Message to Work

1. Be yourself
2. Knowing yourself brings about Confidence

3. What you promise yourself, and others should be reflected in what 
you show them everyday

4. Remember to dress appropriately and professionally in order to drive 
your Brand forward.
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5. Take Your Brand Message to Work

5. Then take this packaged Brand with you to WORK and other professional events.
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Places Where Style & Your Brand Can Matter
Workplace Dress vs. After Hour Work Events
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Just like your resume, it is important to look good on paper and what you 
wear, sends a similar message about who you are. It’s your Brand. 

What image does your brand reflect?



Places Where Style & Your Brand Can Matter
Workplace Dress vs. After Hour Work Events

Workplace Attire
 Professional or business casual. Whatever your dress code may require, step it up 

a bit.
 Look at what your leaders wear, are you doing something similar? Do you want to 

be a leader one day?
Dress on the conservative side- while still staying on trend. Remember, your brand 

and image are at stake.
 You can still dress casual and business casual and remain “put together.”
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Places Where Style & Your Brand Can Matter
Workplace Dress vs. After Hour Work Events

Workplace Attire
 Professional or business casual. Whatever 

your dress code may require, step it up a bit.
 Look at what your leaders wear, are you 

doing something similar? Do you want to be 
a leader one day?

 Dress on the conservative side- while still 
staying on trend. Remember, your brand and 
image are at stake.

 You can still dress casual and business casual 
and remain “put together.”

After-hour Work Event Attire
 After hour work events are still “work”, so 

dressing nice or even casually must remain 
conservative. Remember this is not a date, it is 
work, but Fun!

 After work sporting events are a little different, 
however in order to keep your brand elevated, 
dress appropriately for the event, but this is 
where your behavior will matter greatly. (non-
verbals)

 When you are outside of the office with co-
workers, the public has a first hand view of your 
company’s employee base. Your behavior should 
reflect an image that your company would be 
proud of. 
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Just like your resume, it is important to look good on paper and what you 
wear, sends a similar message about who you are. It’s your Brand. 

What image does your brand reflect?



Can You REBOOT Your Brand?



It is NEVER Too Late to Make Tweaks 
to your Brand / Direction

Here are 3 ways you can potentially get back on track: 

1. Regroup & Reflect – Think about what you want to do, who you want 
to be and what you need to do to get you there.
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It is NEVER Too Late to Make Tweaks 
to your Brand / Direction

Here are 3 ways you can potentially get back on track: 

1. Regroup & Reflect – Think about what you want to do, who you want to be and 
what you need to do to get you there.

2. Make a NEW plan - Is what you are currently doing working? Are you in the job 
you want to be in? Why not?
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It is NEVER Too Late to Make Tweaks 
to your Brand / Direction

Here are 3 ways you can potentially get back on track: 

1. Regroup & Reflect – Think about what you want to do, who you want to be and 
what you need to do to get you there.

2. Make a NEW plan - Is what you are currently doing working? Are you in the job 
you want to be in? Why not?

3. Start making Connections- Not just any connection- but meaningful ones. Join 
industry groups, join a group on LinkedIn and participate in activities where you 
can connect with people who are doing what YOU want to do. 

Your Brand is what you are known for – Communicate a NEW vision 
and direction to everyone around you!
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QUESTIONS? 



Other Upcoming WICT Carolinas Events

Visit WICT.org/Carolinas for additional details

DATE EVENT/SERIES TOPIC LOCATION(S) TOUCHSTONE

7/11/2017 Mentoring Circles session 1 Mentoring Circle sessions Multiple Carolina 
Locations Know Yourself

7/13/2017 Executive Programming (Placeholder - either 1/2 or 
full day session (tied to Red Circles) Executive program Charlotte

Know Yourself  
Connect

Communicate

7/13/2017 WICT Carolinas Signature Event Red Circle Awards (combined with 
Executive Program) Charlotte 

Know Yourself  
Connect

Communicate

8/2/2017 Ted Talk Session 3/3 "How to Speak Up for Yourself " Multiple Carolina 
Locations Know Yourself  

8/8/2017 Mentoring Circles Session 2 Mentoring Circle sessions Multiple Carolina 
Locations Connect

9/1/2017 Networking event 2/3 (Placeholder) TBA TBA TBA

9/12/2017 Mentoring Circles session 3 Mentoring Circle sessions Multiple Carolina 
Locations Communicate

10/1/2017 WICT Carolinas Signature Event Tech It Out Event TBA Connect

10/10/2017 Mentoring Circles Session 4 Mentoring Circle sessions Multiple Carolina 
Locations Communicate

10/12/2017 Personal Branding at Belk (placeholder) Professional branding, style 
enhancement Raleigh, NC Know Yourself

11/7/2017 Mentoring Circles Workshop & Closing Session:
Hearing from Our Industry Leaders Charlotte, NC

Know Yourself  
Connect

Communicate
12/1/2017 Networking event 3/3 (Placeholder) Weaving the network various locations Be a Catalyst



WICT Carolinas Volunteer Opportunities

The success of WICT Carolinas is a direct result of our passionate and hard-
working volunteers.  Volunteering can provide career development 

opportunities or a way to give back to the telecommunications industry.

Current volunteer opportunities are posted on our website.

Volunteer today!  WICT.org/Carolinas



Special Thanks to our 2017 Financial Sponsors

WICTCarolinas WICTCarolinasWICTCarolinas

DIAMOND LEVEL SPONSORS

SILVER LEVEL SPONSORS

GOLD LEVEL SPONSORS



Thank you!
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